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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models are
state-of-the-art for machine translation. How-
ever, these models are known to have various
social biases, especially gender bias. Most of
the work on evaluating gender bias in NMT
has focused primarily on English as the source
language. For source languages different from
English, most of the studies use gender-neutral
sentences to evaluate gender bias. However,
practically, many sentences that we encounter
do have gender information. Therefore, it
makes more sense to evaluate for bias using
such sentences. This allows us to determine if
NMT models can identify the correct gender
based on the grammatical gender cues in the
source sentence rather than relying on biased
correlations with, say, occupation terms. To
demonstrate our point, in this work, we use
Hindi as the source language and construct two
sets of gender-specific sentences: OTSC-Hindi
and WinoMT-Hindi that we use to evaluate dif-
ferent Hindi-English (HI-EN) NMT systems
automatically for gender bias. Our work high-
lights the importance of considering the nature
of language when designing such extrinsic bias
evaluation datasets.

1 Introduction

Various models trained to learn from data are sus-
ceptible to picking up spurious correlations in their
training data, which can lead to multiple social bi-
ases. In NLP, such biases have been observed in
different forms: Bolukbasi et al. (2016) found that
word embeddings exhibit gender stereotypes, Zhao
et al. (2017) observed that models for visual seman-
tic role labelling aggrandize existing gender bias
present in data, similar biased behaviour had been
observed in NLP tasks like coreference resolution
(Lu et al., 2019) and Natural Language Inference
(Rudinger et al., 2017).

Even state-of-the-art NMT models develop such
biases (Prates et al., 2019). These models can ex-

press gender bias in different ways. One is when
due to their poor coreference resolution ability,
they rely on biased associations with, say, occupa-
tion terms to disambiguate the gender of pronouns
(Stanovsky et al., 2019; Saunders et al., 2020). An-
other is when these models translate gender-neutral
sentences into gendered ones (Prates et al., 2019;
Cho et al., 2019). In many cases, NMT models
give a ‘masculine default’ translation.

This problem also exists for HI-EN Machine
Translation (Ramesh et al., 2021). When put to use,
such systems can cause various harms (Savoldi
et al., 2021). Thus, evaluating and mitigating such
biases from NMT models is critical to ensure fair-
ness.

Prior research evaluating gender bias in machine
translation has predominantly centered around En-
glish as the source language (Stanovsky et al.,
2019). However, these evaluation methods or
benchmarks don’t seamlessly extend to other
source languages, especially the ones with gram-
matical gender. For instance, in Hindi, elements
like pronouns, adjectives, and verbs are often in-
flected with gender. Nonetheless, prior studies in
other source languages often utilize gender-neutral
sentences (Cho et al., 2019; Ramesh et al., 2021)
for bias evaluation. Yet, in practice, many sen-
tences inherently possess gender information.

Therefore, in this work, we propose to evaluate
NMT models for bias using sentences with gram-
matical gender cues of the source language. This
allows us to ascertain whether NMT models can
discern the accurate gender from context or if they
depend on biased correlations. In this work, we
contribute the following :

• Using Hindi as source language in NMT, we
highlight the limitations of existing bias eval-
uation methods that use gender-neutral sen-
tences.

• Additionally, we propose to use context-based
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gender bias evaluation using grammatical gen-
der markers of the source language. We con-
struct two evaluation sets for bias evaluation
of NMT models: Occupation Testset with
Simple Context (OTSC-Hindi) and WinoMT-
Hindi.

• Using these evaluation sets, we evaluate var-
ious blackbox and open-source HI-EN NMT
models for gender bias.

• We highlight the importance of creating such
benchmarks for source languages with expres-
sive gender markers.

Code and data are publicly available1.

2 Experimental Setup

NMT Models : We test HI-EN NMT models
which are widely popular and represent state-of-
the-art in both commercial or academic research :
(1) IndicTrans (Ramesh et al., 2022), (2) Google
Translate2, (3) Microsoft Translator3, and (4) AWS
Translate4. IndicTrans is an academic, open-source
multilingual NMT model, while the latter four are
commercial NMT systems available via APIs.

Hindi as Source Language : We create
bias evaluation sentences in Hindi to evaluate
HI-EN NMT Models. We choose Hindi due to
two reasons. First, only limited research has
been done on evaluating gender bias in Hindi
translation. Previous work by Ramesh et al. (2021)
focused only on the gender-neutral side of Hindi by
evaluating simple sentences with gender-neutral,
third person pronouns like “vh(vah)”, “v�(ve)”
and “vo(vo)”. Second, choosing Hindi allows us
to demonstrate bias evaluation using sentences
with a diverse range of gender markers. In Hindi,
verbs, adjectives and possessive pronouns often
carry gender indicators. The grammatical gender
system in Hindi is exclusively rooted in biological
gender (Agnihotri, 2007). However, the variety
of gender markers can be different for different
languages. Therefore it’s essential to study
gender-related rules of the specific language for
creating benchmarks for such tasks.

1https://github.com/iampushpdeep/
Gender-Bias-Hi-En-Eval

2https://translate.google.com/
3https://www.bing.com/translator
4https://aws.amazon.com/translate/

3 TGBI Evaluation using Gender-Neutral
Sentences

Cho et al. (2019) introduced translation gender
bias index (TGBI) as a metric to measure bias
in NMT systems using gender-neutral source lan-
guage sentences, originally for the Korean lan-
guage. Ramesh et al. (2021) showed that the TGBI
metric can be applied to Hindi too. They con-
structed seven sets (P1 to P7) of gender-neutral
sentences in Hindi which included: formal (S1),
impolite (S2), informal (S3), occupation (S4), neg-
ative (S5), polite (S6), and positive (S7) versions.

For translation into English, TGBI uses the frac-
tion of sentences in a sentence set S translated as
“masculine”, “feminine” or “neutral" in the target ,
i.e., pm, pf and pn, respectively to calculate PS as
:

PS =
√
(pmpf + pn) (1)

Pi is calculated for each sentence set Si (S1 to Sn)
to finally calculate TGBI = avg(Pi). Using lists
from Ramesh et al. (2021), we evaluate four HI-
EN NMT models using the TGBI score to create a
comparison for our evaluation methods.

Often, using a metric like TGBI is not very prac-
tical. For example, when the original intent is not
gender-neutral but constraints of the source lan-
guage make it gender-neutral, then showing all ver-
sions5 or random guessing, with a 50% chance of
choosing one gender in translation, are more practi-
cal. Also, gender-specific sentences are more com-
mon and making errors in such sentences makes
for a more unfair system. Hence, we propose to
expose gender bias by evaluating NMT models on
such source language sentences.

4 Approach

We construct two sets of sentences, one with a
simple gender-specified context and another with a
more complex context. In creating these sets, we
focus on the gender markers of the source language,
i.e. Hindi. Also, we use template sentences which
can help to automatically evaluate bias without
using additional tools at the target side.

4.1 OTSC-Hindi

Escudé Font and Costa-jussà (2019) created a test
set with custom template sentences to evaluate the

5https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/04/
a-scalable-approach-to-reducing-gender.
html

https://github.com/iampushpdeep/Gender-Bias-Hi-En-Eval
https://github.com/iampushpdeep/Gender-Bias-Hi-En-Eval
https://translate.google.com/
https://www.bing.com/translator
https://aws.amazon.com/translate/
https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/04/a-scalable-approach-to-reducing-gender.html
https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/04/a-scalable-approach-to-reducing-gender.html
https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/04/a-scalable-approach-to-reducing-gender.html
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Speaker

  Speaker's friend

जानता (to know) for male speaker 
जानती (to know) for female speaker.coreference

pronoun

speaker's  friend

मेरा/मेरी
 (Translates - 'my')
मेरा for male friend 

मेरी for female friend. 

(meaning - 'to do')
Gender inflected verb

following friend's
gender

       English Translation ~
I have known [him/her] for a long time, my friend works as a
[occupation].

म� उसे काफ� समय से [जानता/जानती] �ँ ,

[मेरा/मेरी] दो� [occupation] का काम [करता/करती] ह।ै

Figure 1: OTSC-Hindi sample template sentence along
with its English translation. Gender of the speaker is
specified by gender-inflected verb, i.e. “jAntA” or
“jAntF”. The possessive pronoun “m�rA" or “m�rF" and
the verb “krtA” or “krtF” specify friend’s gender.
Here, the pronoun “us�" references speaker’s friend.

gender bias for English to Spanish Translation. In-
spired by this template, we create a Hindi version
with grammatical gender cues: “ m{\ us� kAPF
smy s� {jAntA ,jAntF} h� , {m�rA ,m�rF} do-t

[occupation] kA kAm {krtA ,krtF} h{। ” (I have
known [him/her] for a long time, my friend works
as a [occupation].) Figure 1 explains the template
and gender-related information. Note that, unlike
the English version, this template specifies the gen-
der of the speaker (first person) using a gender-
inflected verb, i.e. “jAntA(jaanta)” for male while
“jAntF(jaanti)” for female. The possessive pro-
noun is also gender inflected based on the gender
of the speaker’s friend. In Hindi, the possessive
pronoun is gender inflected based on the word fol-
lowing it, here “m�rA(mera)" is used for male friend
while “m�rF(meri)" is used for female friend. Based
on the use of “m�rA(mera)" or “m�rF(meri)", the
verb “krtA(karta)” and “krtF(karti)” is used for
a male friend and female friend, respectively. So
in this template, there are four possibilities based
on the gender of the speaker and the gender of
the speaker’s friend. Using 1071 occupations, we
construct these four sets with 1071 sentences each
and check the percentage of sentences where the
speaker’s friend is translated as male or female.
This is because English translation only specifies
the gender of the friend while the gender of the
speaker is lost in translation.

4.2 WinoMT-Hindi

In the real world, NMT models deal with more com-
plex sentences: long sentences with further context,

gender
neutral

pronouns
such as वह,
उसे, उसने etc.

Gender Neutral PhraseGendered Phrase(only Entity 1's gender)

has gender
inflected

verb (based on
Entity 1)

 e.g. करता, करती 
etc. 

e.g. और,
���क,
ता�क, etc.

[Entity 1] [Entity 2] interaction [conjunction] [pronoun] circumstance.

Gender Neutral PhraseGendered Phrase(only Entity 2's gender)

has gender
inflected relational

postposition
or adjective (based

on Entity 2) e.g.
 के(m), क�(f),
अ�े(m), 
अ�ी(f) etc. 

e.g. और,
���क,
ता�क, etc.

[Entity 1] relation [Entity 2] interaction [conjunction] [pronoun] circumstance.

gender
neutral
phrase

Coreference to
Entity 1

gender
neutral

pronouns
such as वह,
उसे, उसने

etc.

Coreference to
Entity 2

Figure 2: Sentence Template for WinoMT-Hindi. When
Entity 1 is referenced, we use gender-inflected verb to
specify its gender. When Entity 2 is referenced, its gen-
der is specified using gender-inflected relational post-
position or an adjective. Phrase after the conjuction
(containing the pronoun which refers to either entity) is
gender neutral.

The lawyer shouts at the secretary as he got angry.

The lawyer yelled at the secretary there because she had done a bad job.

The lawyer shouts at the secretary as she got angry.

The lawyer yelled at the secretary there because he had done a bad job.

वक�ल स�चव पर �च�ाता ह ै���क उसे गु�ा आया था।

वक�ल ने वहाँ क� स�चव पर �च�ाया ���क उसने बुरा काम �कया था।

वक�ल स�चव पर �च�ाती ह ै���क उसे गु�ा आया था।

वक�ल ने वहाँ के स�चव पर �च�ाया ���क उसने बुरा काम �कया था।

Figure 3: Sample Sentences in WinoMT-Hindi. The
solid line shows pro-stereotypical coreference, while
the dashed line shows anti-stereotypical coreference.
Male and female (stereotypically) entities are marked in
blue and orange boxes, respectively. Hindi pronouns are
marked in blue or orange box based on the actual gender
of their referred entity according to the grammatical
context.

more entities, and complex coreferences. A model
not good at coreference resolution becomes gender-
biased when it relies on biased correlations to as-
certain gender. Stanovsky et al. (2019) composed a
challenge set called WinoMT for evaluating gender
bias in NMT models. This set combined gender-
balanced Winogender (Rudinger et al., 2018) and
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WinoBias (Zhao et al., 2018) coreference test sets.
However, since it is in English, using it for evalu-
ating bias for other source languages is not possi-
ble. Therefore we contextualize this test set for
the evaluation of bias in HI-EN Translation by
manually creating “WinoMT-Hindi”, which con-
sists of 704 WinoBias-like sentences in Hindi, but
modified to include gender cues of the language,
mainly: gender-inflected adjectives, postpositions,
and verbs.

Construction of “WinoMT-Hindi” is explained in
Figure 2. Sample sentences are shown in Figure 3.
In Winobias, only the English pronoun carries the
gender of referenced entity, but here, to provide
the gender of the referenced entity, we use gender-
inflected verbs for Entity 1 and postpositions or
adjectives for Entity 2. The phrase after the con-
junction is gender-neutral, challenging the model
to look for a more extended context. We only spec-
ify the gender of the referenced entity to avoid
confusing the model with too much information.

We don’t need reference translations in English,
as automatic evaluation is possible. Due to the
nature of our source sentences, we can mark the
gender of the target by simply checking for the
presence of male pronouns (he, him or his) or fe-
male pronouns (she or her) in the translation. In-
terestingly, we also observe that few sentences are
translated into gender-neutral form. For example,
the sentence: “sEcv m� vr s� p� CtA h{ Ek vh
mdd k� Ele kyA kr�” (Secretary asks mover what
he should do to help) is translated as “The secre-
tary asks the mover what to do to help” by Google
Translate. While there is an increased interest in
promoting Gender-Neutral translation for inclusiv-
ity (Piergentili et al., 2023), others call for gender
preservation in translation (Cabrera and Niehues,
2023). The presence of neutral output sentences
can be modelled as false negatives or true positives
depending upon the goals of the evaluation. For
this study, we model their presence as false nega-
tives for male and female class, i.e. equivalent to
misgendering sentences. Nonetheless, due to the
limited fraction of such sentences, metrics largely
reflect bias due to misgendering.

For gender bias evaluation, we use the metrics:
Acc, ∆G and ∆S given by Stanovsky et al. (2019).
For measuring the difference in F1 score between
male and female classes, i.e. ∆G, we use class-
wise F1 score. We have divided our sentences
into pro-stereotypical and anti-stereotypical sets

using translated and transliterated versions of the
occupations list by Zhao et al. (2018). This was
done manually to ensure gender-neutrality of these
occupation terms (and avoid their gender-inflected
versions) in Hindi. To measure the difference in
overall performance between pro-stereotypical and
anti-stereotypical groups, i.e., ∆S , we use macro-
F1 score by averaging F1 for male and female class
only. We also report the percentage of sentences
translated as gender-neutral, i.e. N for each NMT
system.

IT GT MS AWS

S1 0.787 0.708 0.724 0.691
S2 0.620 0.534 0.394 0.656
S3 0.623 0.623 0.467 0.682
S4 0.569 0.531 0.574 0.411
S5 0.819 0.763 0.673 0.803
S6 0.926∗ 0.862∗ 0.951∗ 0.725
S7 0.848 0.788 0.720 0.845∗

TGBI 0.742 0.687 0.643 0.688

Table 1: TGBI Evaluation of IndicTrans (IT), Google
Translate (GT), Microsoft Translator (MS) and AWS
Translate (AWS). The table contains the P values
(higher is better) and their average, i.e. TGBI at the
bottom. Bold represents the top three highest P values.
∗ represent set with highest P value. The highlighted
cell represents the highest TGBI value.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 TGBI Evaluation

The results are shown in Table 1. For most transla-
tion systems, sentences in “Negative (S5)”, “Polite
(S6)” and “Positive (S7)” sets have higher P val-
ues. With the highest TGBI score, “IndicTrans”
performs better at translating gender-neutral Hindi
sentences into English with minimum gender bias.
The problem with the TGBI metric is that it may
not accurately capture the true fairness of an NMT
system since evaluation is only done on gender-
neutral sentences.

5.2 Evaluation using OTSC-Hindi

The results are shown in Table 2. Based on these
results, the IndicTrans system shows heavy bias
against the feminine gender. Even though it has
the highest TGBI score, IndicTrans fails to use the
given context to disambiguate the gender of oc-
cupation terms and gives “male default” for most
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IT GT MS AWS
Sentence Set pm pw pm pw pm pw pm pw

Female Speaker, Female Friend 98.41 1.59∗ 1.68 98.32∗ 98.97 1.03∗ 95.61 4.39∗

Female Speaker, Male Friend 99.25∗ 0.75 90.66∗ 9.34 99.72∗ 0.28 95.70∗ 4.30
Male Speaker, Female Friend 99.35 0.65∗ 2.43 97.57∗ 66.01 33.99∗ 99.29 2.71∗

Male Speaker, Male Friend 99.91∗ 0.09 96.45∗ 3.55 98.60∗ 1.40 97.48∗ 2.52

Table 2: Evaluation of IndicTrans(IT), Google Translate(GT), Microsoft Translator(MS) and AWS Translate(AWS)
using the OTSC-Hindi test set. Here pm and pw are the percentage of sentences translated as male and female,
respectively for the speaker’s friend. ∗ corresponds to the percentage of sentences translated into the true label for
each sentence set. Bold values indicate the maximum percentage of sentences translated into a single gender class.

Acc ∆G ∆S N

IndicTrans 48.9 48.5 -0.1• 6.2
Google Translate 69.0⋆ 10.6⋄ -3.8 5.3
Microsoft Translator 57.7 32.9 0.2• 4.1
AWS Translate 49.9 51.9 -0.2• 2.8

Table 3: Comparison of performance of various NMT
Models on WinoMT-Hindi on Acc, ∆G, ∆S and N (all
in %) measures. ⋆ indicates significantly highest value,
⋄ indicates significantly lowest value, • indicates near
about values for Acc, ∆G and ∆S , respectively.

of the translations. Similarly, Microsoft and AWS
Translate systems also show bias against women by
translating most of the sentences into their “male
default" versions. Out of all the NMT models,
Google Translate performs best at disambiguating
gender from the given context. This shows that
using such a set of sentences and extrinsic met-
rics, which take into account the gendered nature
of the source sentence, is better at exposing the
gender bias of an NMT system otherwise hidden
by a metric such as TGBI.

5.3 Evaluation using WinoMT-Hindi

The results are shown in Table 3. Since Acc i.e.
Accuracy should be high while ∆G and ∆S values
should be low, Google Translate outperforms other
models as being the least gender-biased model. In-
dicTrans and AWS Translate are heavily biased
toward a particular gender. These models have
lower Acc values (almost equal to the probability
of a random guess, i.e. 50%) and higher ∆G values
indicating that the F1 score for the male class is
very large in comparison to the F1 score for female.

We also observe that ∆S values are very low
for all NMT systems. There are two potential rea-
sons. First, it is observed that these HI-EN NMT

systems strongly prefer masculine outputs irrespec-
tive of occupation stereotypes. Hence they give
the “masculine default” in most cases leading to a
similar performance on pro-stereotypical and anti-
stereotypical sentences. Another reason can be
the poor contextualisation of occupation stereotype.
We rely on stereotype labels provided by original
English occupation lists by Zhao et al. (2018) to
divide the occupations into pro-stereotypical and
anti-stereotypical sets. However, these lists were
based on data from US Department of Labor. This
might not contextualise well for Hindi. Culturally
relevant occupation related statistics is required for
creating these stereotype labels for different occu-
pations in Hindi which was difficult to obtain in
our case.

However, WinoMT-Hindi provides a way to gen-
eralise and motivate the creation of such evaluation
benchmarks for other languages.

6 Related Work

Many works have focused on evaluating gender
translation accuracy by creating various bench-
marks. WinoMT benchmark by Stanovsky et al.
(2019) is widely used for gender bias evaluation.
It contains sentences from WinoBias (Zhao et al.,
2018) and Winogender (Rudinger et al., 2018)
coreference test sets in English. Without reference
translations, it devises an automatic translation eval-
uation method for eight diverse target languages.

Other benchmarks include MuST-SHE (Ben-
tivogli et al., 2020), GeBioCorpus (Costa-jussà
et al., 2020), MT-GenEval (Currey et al., 2022),
GATE (Rarrick et al., 2023) etc. MT-GenEval pro-
vides gender-balanced, counterfactual sentences in
eight language pairs with English as the source.
Therefore, most of the benchmarks focus on En-
glish as the source language.

Bias evaluation of NMT models on source lan-
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guages other than English has mainly focused on
the translation of gender-neutral sentences. Cho
et al. (2019) proposed TGBI measure to evaluate
gender bias in the translation of gender-neutral Ko-
rean sentences to English. Ramesh et al. (2021)
used TGBI measure for Hindi-English machine
translation. Our work emphasises on creation of
gender unambiguous evaluation benchmarks for
source languages other than English by accounting
for gender inflections in the language to test the
model’s ability to find these gender-related cues.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

To conclude our study, we highlighted the need
for contextualising NMT bias evaluation for non-
English source languages, especially for languages
that capture gender-related information in differ-
ent forms. We demonstrated this using Hindi as a
source language by creating evaluation benchmarks
for HI-EN Machine Translation and comparing var-
ious state-of-the-art translation systems. In future,
we plan to extend our evaluation to more languages
and use natural sentences for evaluation without
following a particular template. We are also look-
ing forward to developing evaluation methods that
are more inclusive of all gender identities.
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